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Bankcoin Reserve (BCR) Telegram News
grows to more than 265,000+ signups in
a matter of weeks. Alvaro Quevedo
magician and Carol MacPherson accept
BCR

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, UNITED STATES,
February 12, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/
-- Bankcoin Reserve (BCR) Telegram
News Room "alone" has grown to more
than 265,000+ signups and it has only
been open for a matter of weeks. And
that's only in one of their Telegram
chat rooms, they have several chat
groups on Telegram. 

BCR's popularity stems from its eight
(8) solid patents, its white paper and
the fact that their native blockchain is
viewable to everyone. Feel free to download your wallet while you are visiting their website at
https://bankcoinreserve.io

Carol MacPherson professional voice over artist accepts Bankcoin Reserve (BCR) for her services
worldwide.  From acting and singing to training and teaching, effective communication has
always been at the heart of Carol MacPherson. Now at the height of her career, she is moving
into the future by accepting Bankcoin Reserve (BCR) as payment for her professional services.

Like Bankcoin Reserve (BCR) MacPherson has no barriers and accepts work from any country in
the world.  Carol has always been interested in helping people by teaching and informing. She
has great facility with corporate, digital commercials, documentaries, videos and any type of
audio or visual. Her website can be found at: https://hushedintensityvoiceover.com/

Alvaro Quevedo is an underground close up magician originally from Chile. He has travelled
around the world performing magic for twelve years non-stop. He also accepts Bankcoin Reserve
(BCR) for his professional magic services. He'll soon appear on the strip for his Las Vegas, Nevada
performance. His website can be found at https://www.world-magician.com/

The aerospace community in Florida is changing the Patrick's Air Force base name to Space
Force Base. On Friday, Space Force personnel will be on console as SpaceX launches a rocket
from the Cape launch pad it formerly rented from the Air Force, but which now belongs to the
Space Force. When Bankcoin Reserve (BCR) attended the Space Congress, Hackernoon published
a very interesting article about it:  https://hackernoon.com/nasa-is-exploring-blockchain-
bankcoin-reserve-case-study-pw24z42wz

The five (5) cryptocurrency exchanges where Bankcoin Reserve (BCR) is listed are:
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1)  CCX CANADA
https://ccxcanada.com/markets/bcrbtc

2)  BTCEXA AUSTRLIA
https://www.btcexa.com/exchange?tag=USDT&name=BCR_USDT

3)  BITKING CHINA
https://exchange.bitking.tech/#/exchange

4)  HOMIEX SINGAPORE
https://www.homiex.com/exchange/654/bcr/usdt

5)  BIHEX ASIA
https://exchange.bihe.co/#/exchange
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